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The Henbury Loop
Also called the Filton to Avonmouth line, this c. 6 mile length of railway runs from Filton
North Station through to the junction with the Severn Beach line just north of St Andrews
Road station. When opened, it was primarily intended as a freight route, to improve
access to the still-developing Avonmouth Docks - as, previously, the only access was on the
congested route via Clifton Down tunnel. However passenger services operated on the
line from 1922 until 1964. The track is currently used solely for freight services, mainly
serving the Bristol Port Company, although it is occasionally used as a diversionary route
for passenger trains.
You might have seen a considerable amount of correspondence about the potential for
opening this route for passenger trains in the local papers, particularly in the Bristol Post and so here is an update to try and explain what has recently happened.

The Dream:

For many years FOSBR and other rail campaigners have been calling for passenger
services to share this line with freight traffic. Remember the S-route that FOSBR
used to promote? This aspiration moved a step closer to fruition when plans for the
Greater Bristol Metro were put forward in 2008. At the West of England Partnership
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(WEP) Rail conference on 4th November 2011, a special charter train took delegates
to see the potential of various lines around Bristol, including the Loop. Firstly it
went firstly to Portbury docks and then back to Temple Meads; from there it went
up Filton Bank, round the Henbury Loop and via the Severn Beach line to Temple
Meads. Officially launched in 2012, the Greater Bristol Metro (later re-branded as
Metro West) envisaged a package of rail improvements carried out in a phased
approach - with Henbury being scheduled for a later Phase 2.
Unfortunately Halcrow Group, the consultants advising the West of England
Partnership, considered that the Henbury line should be opened not as a Loop - but
as a Spur. This option means that a train would go from Temple Meads to a new
station at Henbury (via a new North Filton station) and then turn back to Temple
Meads; they ruled out a continuation from Henbury to Avonmouth - which would
have joined up with the Severn Beach line to form a two-way 'Circle' line for Bristol.
Thus there was good news that passenger services to Henbury were being
promoted. However many rail enthusiasts, including FOSBR, considered that not
going for a full Henbury Loop was a missed opportunity for getting the most out of
the Metro West scheme.
Since then there has been much lobbying by FOSBR and others to have the Loop
option looked at again. Charlotte Leslie, MP for North West Bristol, set up a petition
to re-open the Henbury Loop; an outline business case was produced to show the
value of re-opening the line to passenger services - that it would create substantial
economic benefits and provide better transport links between the two local
Enterprise Areas (Filton and Severnside) and within the Greater Bristol area. This
was signed by local businessmen and politicians, including Mayor Ferguson. In July
2013, First Great Western ran a one-off special passenger train around the Loop - to
give a "practical demonstration" of how the service could become possible in any
future metro scheme.
With all this pressure, one might have expected that the Loop option might have
had a good chance. But read on .....
What happened next:
The Preliminary Business Case for Phase 2, including the Grip 2 Feasibility Study, went to
the West of England’s Joint Transport Board on 17 July 2015. At this meeting it was
decided to go to the next stage and prepare an outline business case for MetroWest

Phase 2 - to include the extension of Weston-super-Mare- Bristol Parkway local
trains to Yate and a Henbury spur service with new stations at Ashley Down, North
Filton and Henbury. Consultants to the Partnership, CH2M Hill, dismissed the case
for a Henbury loop service, claiming this would attract only 8,000 more passengers
per year than the proposed spur and would be far more expensive. (All the reports
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and Appendices that make up the Preliminary Business Case can be found on:
http://travelwest.info/project/metrowest-phase-2-preliminary-business-case).

We knew that the meeting on 17 July would being making decisions based on the
CH2M Hill report - but this report was not released until 3 days before it. This gave
no time for proper consultation and was hardly an exercise in local democracy! And
in any case why were CH2M Hill chosen when in fact they own Halcrow, the
consultants who did the first report in 2012; the details relating to the Henbury Loop
in that report were also widely criticised.
The latest report also has serious flaws which adversely effects the business case for
the Loop: unrealistically low predicted passenger demand and growth, no account
taken of the benefits to Severnside local businesses, etc., etc. It almost seems like a
decision was taken to go for the spur option and then the reports written to justify
this. Proponents of the Spur option have said that we must accept this, and quickly,
because otherwise we will not get the funding for the MetroWest improvements.
However there has been a furore over this with letters in the Bristol Post (from such
as Railfuture and Charlotte Leslie) and much campaigning behind the scenes. Rob
Dixon from FOSBR, with help from others, has submitted a forensic examination of
the CH2M Hill report - pointing out in detail all its shortcomings.
All this has been taken on board by Bristol City Council (it being one of the four
authorities in the West of England Partnership). At an Extraordinary Meeting on
27th June, 39 out of 43 councillors rejected the Spur arguments, blasted the
consultant's report and lack of consultation - and voted that the decision be
referred back to the WEP Joint Transport Board. This actually matters - because the
pressure will now be on for this Spur vs. Loop decision to be more widely consulted
and examined in detail. It is likely that this call-in decision will be discussed by the
WEP Joint Transport Board on 16 September.
However, even if the Loop is finally accepted, it might still have to be phased in with the Spur being built first and then extended to a Loop. But at least the
infrastructure for the Loop could be installed at the same time as the spur is built so there is no hindrance to the Loop being opened up when other problems are
sorted. These include lack of rolling stock, timetabling of passenger and freight
services and, very importantly, the Port access issues.
The Port Problem:
The Bristol Port authorities are concerned that restoration of a passenger service will
severely curtail vehicle access to the Port across the port access road level crossing. The
level crossing could be replaced but the problem is who should fund it - Government, Local
Authorities, the Port itself? However surely it is not beyond the wit of man to get this
sorted. With its present stance on the issue, the Port authorities must be happy with the
Spur not Loop decision. But of course we would not for an instant be suggesting that the
Port access problems have affected the decision.
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Conclusions:
This is a real cliff-hanger and decisions are going to have to be made very soon. The call-in
decision by Bristol CC is a game changer as it forces a proper re-think on the issue. FOSBR
and others are also going to have a meeting with CH2M Hill to discuss options and
assumptions. We will update you in the next newsletter.
**************************************************************************

New Stations for Exeter Area
Our FOSBR website has a news item on the opening of Newcourt Station in June 2015.
This was built to mitigate the impacts of the re-development of the Newcourt area of
Exeter on the already congested roads around it, including Junction 30 of the M5. John
Walker, a FOSBR member, wrote to remind us that this is not the only good news rail story
in Devon.
Another new station is
being constructed on the
Exeter to Waterloo line at
Cranbrook, a new eco-town
being built in East Devon. It
will also provide a rail
service for workers at the
nearby Skypark business
park and Exeter Science
Park. Although delayed by
construction problems, it is
now scheduled to open
later this year.
Artist's impression of Cranbrook station - from the Exeter Express & Echo
And yet another new station is planned for the Marsh Barton district of Exeter on the
Exeter to Dawlish line. With more than 500 businesses based on the estate, Marsh Barton
is identified as a strategic employment area in local planning policy. The new station is
designed to help reduce congestion and so support employment development. At present
many of those working on the estate arrive and leave by car, contributing to heavy
congestion in the area. It is hoped that it could open in 2016.
Exeter and East Devon Growth Point is a partnership between the local authorities of
Exeter City Council, East Devon D.C., Devon C.C., Teignbridge D.C. and the Homes and
Communities Agency, together with partners from the private sector - all brought
together through a board structure. This type of co-operation combined with political will
seems to be getting results.
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A Short History of the Severn Beach Railway Line
This was written by Lionel White, a long standing FOSBR Member, and originally appeared
in the Summer 2015 newsletter of the Bishopston Society
Initially this line, opened in 1874 as the Clifton Extension Railway, only ran from Temple
Meads to Clifton Down. Although the line passed through Redland, the station was not
built there until 1897 - following a petition by local residents. The tunnel extension under
the Downs to the Avon Gorge was not opened until 1877.
There was already a railway line, opened in 1865 by the Bristol Port and Pier Company,
running from Avonmouth to Hotwells and ending at a site in the Avon Gorge just under the
Suspension Bridge. This allowed a connection to the Clifton Rocks Railway and later to a
tram terminus, an early form of a transport interchange. This line was not connected to
the main network.
With the opening of the tunnel, trains from Clifton Down joined the Avonmouth to
Hotwells line at Sneyd Park Junction, and so could continue on to Avonmouth - following
the same route as today. This meant that the Avonmouth to Hotwells line was at last
connected to the main network but the section from Hotwells to Sneyd Park Junction was
closed in 1922 to make way for construction of the A4 Portway.
Blue Lagoon swimming pool at Severn Beach

In 1924 the line was extended northwards from Avonmouth to Severn Beach. This is the
line which we have today. Severn Beach was intended to be a seaside resort and for a
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while, in the ‘30s, 40’s and 50’s it was very popular, with its long Blue Lagoon Swimming
Pool, a boating lake, donkey rides, funfair and cafés. But with the rapid increase in private
cars, its heyday was over by the 1960’s as people were able to explore and more easily
travel further afield for a weekend or holiday on the beach.
The Beeching report in 1963 recommended that the services on the line be withdrawn.
This did not happen due to representations by staff and customers but in 1967 this threat
arose again. Following an enquiry it was agreed that the line be kept open with a reduced
service. All staff were withdrawn from the stations except at Temple Meads and fares
were to be collected on the trains. This reduced the cost of running the service and
resulted in reduced fares.
In the 1970s most of the track was reduced to single line except at Clifton Down and
Avonmouth stations. By the 1980s the service had become unreliable and in 1995 an
hourly service to Avonmouth was introduced on weekdays with a connecting bus service
from Avonmouth to Severn Beach. In the evenings and on Saturdays some trains would
run through to Severn Beach.
The line continued to operate but punctuality and cancellations were a problem. If a train
was required elsewhere at short notice, then often the one on the Severn Beach line would
be borrowed to fill the gap.
Friends of the Severn Beach Railway (FOSBR), later known as Friends of Suburban Bristol
Railways, was formed at the end of the 1990s. Following a considerable amount of
campaigning pressure by FOSBR directed at local councillors and MPs, Bristol City Council
agreed to pay a subsidy of £450,000 per annum to fund extra services. This started in May
2008 for 3 years and produced the approximately 40 minute service during the day which
we have today. Passenger figures soared and this justified the subsidy. For example,
taking Clifton Down, the increase in passenger numbers from the pre extra train subsidy in
2007-8, to 2011-12 was 230% – justification indeed for the extra subsidy provided from
2008 by Bristol City Council. The passenger count in June 2014 showed an overall increase
from the previous year of 16%. In 2011, due to the large increase in passenger numbers,
the subsidy was reduced as it was no longer considered necessary at its previous level. In
2015 the funding for the service will be provided at National Level.
Passenger figures continue to increase year on year. With the forthcoming four tracking
on the Filton Bank (from Lawrence Hill to Abbey Wood) giving more capacity for local train
services, it is reasonable to expect at least a 30 minute frequency on this line during the
day. This, coupled with other proposed improvements to the local rail network as part of
the Metro West scheme, suggests that the future for our Severn Beach local line looks
promising.
Note: Some fascinating memories and pictures of Severn Beach in the 50’s can be found:
http://www.francisfrith.com/uk/locations/severn-beach/photos/severn-beach-blue-lagoonswimming-pool-1951-91815771
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Avonmouth Station Building - RIP
(Photographs taken by Oli South)
In the May 2015 newsletter, we reported that Network Rail had obtained planning
permission to demolish the old station/ parcels facility (built in 1926) at Avonmouth
Station. FOSBR organised a rally on 16 January 2015 to save and make use of the building.
Local Councillor Matt Melias and Tina Biggs from FOSBR made representations to both
Network Rail and Bristol City Council. We even tried to see if funds for restoration could
be obtained from the DFT's £60M 'Stations Commercial Project Facility'. However Network
Rail stated that this fund was intended for commercial rather than heritage works and
required a minimum return of 2:1 over a 10 year period - unlikely for this building. The
building has recently been pulled down.
It was perhaps inevitable that the building would go. A consultants study put the cost of
restoration as £350K + VAT (about 4 times the estimated cost of demolition) and its
demolition had been agreed by Bristol City Council, The Victorian Society and The Railway
Heritage Trust. Network Rail said 'We regret that, over several decades, the building has
reached this point but we must be realistic as regards the safety of the rail network and
the use of public funding'. That surely is the point - the decline of this building, like so
much of our railway infrastructure, has taken place over decades - and, like it or not, some
things have been allowed to fall into such disrepair that it is hard to justify spending any
more money on them.
Going, Going .....
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Gone!

So now Avonmouth Station looks rather forlorn. On the up platform stands the wooden
canopy erected in 1926 which at least has some murals to liven it up. On the other
platform there is only a small bus stop type waiting room plus a covered cycle track (plus a
pile of bricks!). What a difference from its heyday in the 1920s. Let us hope that this
station will in the future be made more welcoming.

SUNDAY SPECIALS TO SEVERN BEACH

(Julie Boston)

Fosbrites have twice celebrated the hourly Sunday Specials to Severn Beach this year – one
Sunday in June and one Sunday in August. And the sun shone on us both times.
Severn Beach has much to offer city dwellers – a relaxing train journey overlooking the
River Avon, fresh air, a public lavatory, two cafes, coastal wild flowers, a beach to explore,
a promenade on which to cycle, skate board or scooter and the Severn Estuary. Cyclists
and walkers can make their way to Aust with its upmarket pub (Boars Head). Or you can
stroll across open countryside to Thornbury.
As for cost, there are no ‘rip off rail fares’ on this branch line.
Ø Adult Day Return ticket £3 for the whole line.
Ø Child Day Return ticket £1.50 for the whole line.
Ø Group Save ticket for a minimum of 3 people is one third off.
30 people took the train to Severn Beach for our June Celebration (21st June) of the 5th
Anniversary of the Sunday service. Guests included Bristol City Councillors Eileen Means,
Sue Milestone and Ani Stafford-Townsend, also South Gloucestershire Councillor Robert
Griffin of the Pilning and Severn Beach ward. Our June celebration started with a Quiz
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devised by 'Timetable Tornado', Lionel White, who distributes 10,000 pocket timetables
(Central 6) each year. The quiz challenged us to explore and answer 14 questions.
Having disrupted the peaceful villagers with questions such as “Where would you find an
empty barrel of Gonzales Byass No.4 medium sherry?”, we assembled at Shirley’s Café for
tea, bacon butties and the Quiz winner. Lionel read out the correct answers and allowed
us to mark our own papers! The winners of the bottle of whisky were the Jarrett family.
We were entertained by a Performance Poet, Ian Sills, and local poet Gill Sheppard (her
Severn Beach poem, below, fitted the occasion beautifully). Wessex walks leader, Ann
Light, reported that 20 people enjoyed her walk from Severn Beach station in May and
would be able to enjoy more Wessex walks from September as the engineering of that
section will be complete. Inspired? You’ll have to wait till May 2016 for another such walk
- or instead take the Saturday bus / train package.
Although Severn Beach used to be a popular holiday resort, especially for Bristolians,
perhaps now Severn Beach doesn’t want visitors anymore? ‘In View’, the parish magazine,
does not mention the Sunday train service and there doesn’t seem to be a website
showing the splendours of the village.
Visiting Severn Beach on a week day can be stressful in the rain - making a cup of tea last
two hours! On a weekday visit in July I got talking to three retired rail workers from
Swindon; they didn’t get out of the train at Severn Beach as it seemed to have NO pubs
and no cafes. However, as the train service on the Severn Beach line is now highly reliable,
I think it is well worth a visit, come rain or shine.

The Real Feel by Gill Sheppard, Shirehampton
When the city hustle-bustle
Has become an awful pain,
Take a trip out to the seaside
On our now augmented train,

In May the scent of hawthorn
Still hangs heavy in the air;
Look for chicory in August –
It’s outside a fox’s lair.

The fishermen are on the shore
And casting out their lures,
For exhausted city dwellers
What could be a better cure

Take a coffee break at Shirley’s,
And step back into the past,
Unlike Costa’s it won’t cost you
And the price leave you aghast.

Than to walk along the estuary,
Breathing fresh sea-salted air;
And gifted with a calm and peace
We otherwise find rare.

If it wasn’t for the Beach Line
Most of this would be in vain;
So please all raise your glasses
And let’s hear it for THE TRAIN!

The curlew and the cormorant
Have joined in the refrain;
There’s the far-off eerie hooting
Of the 14.06 train.
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Network Rail - a thank you
At present it seems that just everybody is having a go at Network Rail (NR).
Inefficient, too expensive, etc, etc.... Well, we have decided not to join the herd.
Instead we would like to celebrate some of the recent rail civil engineering
works/improvements carried out or being carried out by NR in the Bristol area.
Dave Wood has kindly provide us with the following information:
Ø Keynsham station has had improvements to lighting, platforms, waiting facilities,
along with a footbridge and ramp. It is now a much improved station on the
mainline between Bristol and Bath.
Ø At present Network Rail is clearing overgrown vegetation on the Filton Bank, in
preparation for the four tracking works - this being the scheme to put back two
more lines so that it reverts back to its original four track conformation that
existed until 1984. Neglected drainage systems are being located and will be
brought back into use. As you travel along Filton Bank on the present 2 lines,
you can see that important preparatory work to the Filton Bank infrastructure is
being carried out - including preparation for the electrification gantries and
electric wires to go in when the line is electrified.
Ø Stapleton Road station, which serves trains to Severn Beach, Bristol Parkway and
Yate, has had a new footbridge linking up the 2 existing platforms. Importantly,
It has been built with specifications allowing it to be continued over the 2 extra
lines that will be re-instated as part of the Filton Bank 'four tracking'. Intercity
Express Passenger (IEP) electric trains will run on the 2 new lines but, if needs
be, the trains will be able to run on any of the four lines after four tracking.
Ø Doctor Day's junction, on the approach to Lawrence Hill station, has had civil
engineering works carried out. This consists of new ballast, concrete and
wooden sleepers, new rails and new Switch and Crossing components.
Ø Filton Abbeywood station is going to have 4 platforms instead of 2. This much
needed improvement will be needed, because this station will be needed to
serve trains to Bristol Parkway, Yate, Midlands, the North and Scotland. Trains
will also travel through it along the mainline to Patchway (and then through the
Severn tunnel to South Wale)s. Along with the possibility of trains serving either
a Henbury spur or loop, it can be seen that the station at Filton Abbeywood will
definitely need these extra 2 platforms.
Ø Network Rail is also making improvements at Severn Tunnel Junction; a new
ticket office and possibly a new waiting room is being constructed.
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Ed: and now an 'Ode to a cable thief' penned by Julie Boston:
Temple Meads Station, Friday 5 September 2008
Announcer: 'First Great Western apologises for the cancellation of trains to
Severn Beach. Disruption to the service is due to vandalism between Clifton
Down and Avonmouth Stations'.
Was it an Avonmouth man
With a solid business plan
To exploit the entrepreneurial skills
Of an engineer from Sea Mills
Who managed to inspire
A lorry driver based in Shire
That the market price would not go higher
For copper coated wire?
Late on Thursday night
Someone took a stealthy bite
At a length of cable
Which meant the signal was not able
To let trains proceed.
This caused consternation
At each and every station
Since the train is our salvation.
If you’re tempted to the crime
Of ripping up a branch line
Look carefully at the label.
There is no profit in fibre optic cable.
NB: Thanks to Network Rail whose workforce restored the service by mid-day. Mark
Kinsey Staff Rep and Fault Team Leader, Signal and Telecom engineering, Network
Rail, Temple Meads Station, Bristol.

Keynsham Station Access Ramp
A young couple from Keynsham, Adam and Laura Heard, have set themselves up as 'The
Independent Campaigners' - to campaign for various improvements in the Keynsham area.
One thing they spotted a few years ago was the problem of poor disabled access at
Keynsham station. It seemed to them that, despite lots of talk, the problem was not being
resolved. So they went about organising a petition.
'We started the campaign in April 2011 because we have disabled relatives who like to
travel on the train but found the steep steps on platform 1 impossible to use - so that made
them not want to use the train. We wanted to change this as is it unfair and anyone could
become disabled at any point in their lives'.
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They went from door to door to ask for support. Many people, when they realised it was
for disabled people, were keen to sign and they ended up with over 1,000 signatures. Their
local North East Somerset MP, Jacob Rees-Mogg, supported the campaign and presented it
to Parliament on 9 November 2011. Work, costing about £450K, finally started on the
ramp in March 2014 and it opened in November 2014.
Although obviously most of the work for the scheme was carried out by the local Council,
together with Network Rail and first Great Western, perhaps the petition was an added
stimulus to getting this disabled access up and running. Whatever the effect was, we must
applaud Adam and Laura for fighting for a cause they believed in.
Their next campaign will be to try to get more trains to stop at Keynsham - we wish them
luck with that venture! Their website is: http://campaignmatters.webs.com

Old Clifton Down

(Michael Farr)

My father took this photo at Clifton Down in about 1929, nine years before I arrived on the
scene. It was a sight I came to know well as I walked to school after catching the train each
day from Sea Mills. Thanks to the tunnel under the Downs, the journey was much shorter
than by bus and cost only 3d (just over 1p) return. But during the war you had to get used
to the dark as the lamps were often missing from the holders.

The little LMS tank locomotive is presumably shunting and in the sidings you can see the
local coal merchants had wagons painted with their own names. How the washing hung
out by the residents of St John’s Road must have suffered from coal dust blown in the
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wind! Note also that the glass awning ran the full length of the platforms; by the time I
began using the station daily in the mid-1940s less than half the waiting area was
protected – but even that was better than today!
Ed: This is the first of a series of reminiscences from Michael Farr, a long standing FOSBR
member who has emigrated to Cornwall but still supports FOSBR and takes a keen interest
in all the news from the Bristol area. More photos will appear in later newsletters.

Coming Events:
Sunday 25 October 2015 – Farewell to Summer (clocks go back an hour)
Take train from Temple Meads at 12:23 train to arrive 12:44 at Shirehampton Station
in time for lunch at the Lamplighters Pub on the Avon river. Then walk back west
along the Avon Gorge to enjoy the autumn colours, up Blackgang Chine/Goat Gully
(very gentle ascent) with the “Alice in Wonderland” Brunel Railway Chimney halfway
up; then picnic on the Downs or go to a tea shop in Clifton Village; train home from
Clifton Down station (hourly departures from Clifton Down towards Temple Meads
until 18.34)

Saturday 14 November 2015 - Newcourt Station celebration
A group of FOSBRites will be travelling to Newcourt to see the new station, opened in
June this year, and to meet some of those involved in making Newcourt Station a
reality. What lessons can we learn from them? What message will they send about reopening Ashton Gate station? It will be a great day out so come and join us.
10.40 Train departs from Bristol Temple Meads to Exeter St Davids
11.41 Arrive Exeter St Davids 11.49 Train departs to Newcourt
12.01 Arrive Newcourt Station
Return: whenever you like. There is a 30 minute service on the Exmouth branch line !
Cost: Day return to Newcourt costs £33.50. However if you get 2 singles at present,
the cost is £25.80 (even less with a railcard). FOSBR will pay £10 per FOSBRite
towards the cost of the rail ticket.

Saturday 19 December 2015 – Severn Beach Santa Special
Catch the 15:14 train from Bristol Temple Meads to
Severn Beach, arriving at 15:53 for tea at 4pm at
Shirley’s Café (or party at Severn Beach community
hall).
Return 17:54 to arrive Temple Meads 18:32.
There will be Santa Claus, refreshments and
presents on the train, with singing led by FOSBRites
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Severn Beach Line Celebration, Friday 15 May 2015
It was the 7th Anniversary of the enhanced service which has given us 3 trains every 2
hours. At Redland station we celebrated the resulting increased passenger numbers and
more frequent, reliable service, as well as enjoying a spectacular cup of coffee courtesy of
Keira & FOSBR. It was also time to present our 2015 FOSBR Awards for outstanding
services to our local rail:

Heather Cullimore, Severnside Community Rail
Partnership - for engagement with local schools

Terry Miller of FOSBR - for his focus on
timetables and service reliability

Keira Cheung of The Coffee Trike - for her
good work at Redland station

Ann Light of Wessex Wanderers- for promotion
of walks along the Heart of Wessex line
14

Ashton Gate Station - an obvious need
The 2015 International Balloon Festival at Bristol was a great success, with good weather
and record attendance. A record 500,000 people attended the Ashton Court event
between Thursday and Sunday and almost 150,000 went on Saturday alone – 50 per cent
more than normal.
However on the Saturday there
was total traffic chaos. The
8,500 vehicle capacity car parks
were full and people ended
queuing for up to 4 hours to try
and get in. The situation was
not helped by accidents on the
M5, causing traffic to be
diverted on to the Long Ashton
bypass. Long Ashton was grid
locked, much to the annoyance
of the residents.
Site of original Ashton Gate station
The Balloon Fiesta organisers have said "We will review our traffic management system
after the event as we do every year to see if we can make improvements....." Fair enough
but there is something nearby that could significantly help reduce the traffic problems.
Read on......
Dear Evening Post
In 1984 Ashton Gate Railway station was reopened for Billy Graham’s Mission England
service at the Bristol City Ground to enable people to access the site to hear the man
preach. Following the large numbers of people struggling to arrive and leave Ashton Court
these following past days for the Balloon Festival it is now very obvious that the current
transport arrangements are far from sufficient. 12 months is enough time to the next
festival in 2016 to organise a temporary reopening of Ashton Gate railway station at its
original site and run high capacity shuttle trains calling at Parson Street (for people
travelling to the south west), Bristol Temple Meads, Stapleton Road (for the Severn Beach
Line) and Bristol Parkway (for park and ride). The station could also be used by charter
trains from other parts of the country to encourage people to leave their cars behind.
The operation of a station at Ashton Gate albeit only for the short term can only support
the longer term campaign for a permanent station at Ashton Gate - not only to serve North
Street but also the increased capacity Bristol City football ground, Bower Ashton Campus
and any other events that take place at Ashton court.
Eric Wildman
Ed: Eric is a FOSBRite and his letter was published in the Post on 12 August 2015
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The original Ashton Gate station was officially closed in 1964. It was then briefly reopened
for traffic to the football ground until 1977, and again temporarily re-opened in May 1984
to serve Mission England. In 2008, in a burst of youthful enthusiasm, a FOSBRite
submitted a question for the agenda of Bristol City Council meeting - suggesting Ashton
Gate station should be opened. The local media were inspired. Ashton Gate station was
the Evening Post front page story on Tuesday, June 10, 2008 and Radio Bristol ran a
feature on it. But the Council didn’t even discuss it.
Things have changed since then and there is now considerable support for re-opening the
station - albeit in a different location, next to Baron's Close. Although it lies on the Temple
Meads to Portishead line that is scheduled for re-opening for passenger use In MetroWest
Phase 1, the station is currently only being considered for Phase 2 (subject to a business
case and funding). At best this could see Ashton Gate station not opening until 2023!
Bristol City Council commissioned the rail consultancy, CH2M Hill, to look at the options
and feasibility of a new station at Ashton Gate. They concluded that there would be
insufficient passengers predicted to use the station if developed as part of MetroWest
Phase 1. However the Friends of Ashton Gate Station have serious concerns about the
consultant's low passenger forecasts (see http://ashtongatestation.org.uk for more
details). Sounds a bit like the Henbury Loop saga!

Membership Matters
Tony Lloyd (FoSBR Membership Secretary)
All those of you who sent their 2015 subscriptions by May this year should have
received membership cards with the May (Number 88) newsletter. Thank you to all
who sent their subscriptions since then – your membership cards are enclosed with
this newsletter. We would also be happy to receive any other subscriptions for this
year – every little bit helps!
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Our next newsletter will be in December 2015. If you have anything for the next
newsletter (comments, photos, whinges, praise, anecdotes, poems, etc.), please send them
in to us.

Contact us:
General enquiries
Membership
Newsletter
Campaigning
Facebook
Twitter

general@fosbr.org.uk
membership@fosbr.org.uk
newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
campaigns@fosbr.org.uk
www.facebook.com/FOSBR
www.twitter.com/FOSBR

Website

www.fosbr.org.uk

or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU
Ó FOSBR, printed by Sprinters
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